The beginning of Nursî's solitary life corresponded to Turkey's isolation from other Muslim societies, as the Turkish Assembly abolished the caliphate in 1924 and a Kemalist elite steered the new Republic's cultural and political course decisively toward Europe in a secular and nationalist paradigm. 8 Over time, many prominent Islamic scholars with transnational 6 Nursî's formal scholarly credentials have been a matter of controversy. In his recent study, Ahmet Akgündüz documents that Nursî had two ijāzahs (certifications) the chains of which both extend to Ghazālī. As previously noted, the Kemalist regime's nationalist policies, such as banning the Arabic alphabet, not allowing the pilgrimage to Mecca until the late-1940s, and trying to promote a Turkish version of Islam, had largely isolated Turkish citizens from transregional Muslim networks. 20 Additionally, the Turkish state closed or marginalized, although it could not totally eradicate, the madrasas and Sufi orders in Turkey. In a political context where Sufi practice and formal religious study outside of state institutions were both made illegal, Nursî did not train his students as scholars in the conventional sense, nor did he initiate them into an institutionalized Sufi order. Moreover, he disavowed politics as a matter of principle, therefore eliminating
Islamism as an option for his students as well. 21 As a result, the social practices and discursive references of the movements that his works have spurred are not readily recognizable as familiar in transregional Muslim contexts. And Nursî's followers are typically perceived as nice yet exotic others among Muslim networks outside of Turkey, even as they have dispersed around the world especially since the 1970s in order to spread his ideas.
Third, because Nursî addressed primarily a lay audience, his writings do not follow the stylistic conventions of Islamic scholarly disciplines, nor do they explicitly reference the previous literature of those disciplines. 22 Nursî places his epistles in the genre of tafsīr (Qur'anic exegesis) 23 and, according to Abdülkadir Badıllı's study, he refers to over six hundred verses. Ibn ʿArabī has done according to both Sirhindī and Nursî. However, if pursued as a theoretical position, without actually attaining that experiential state, Nursî warns, it may lead to dangerous convictions including a materialist form of pantheism. Moreover, Nursî thinks that the experiential state in which the unity of existence is witnessed is joyful but deficient (nâkıs) and does not represent the highest level that one can attain in pursuing knowledge of God, because reality in its totality includes the substantive phenomenal world, which God creates. 55 Here, Nursî departs from Sirhindī slightly, again, at a methodological level. Sirhindī recognizes the substantive nature of the phenomenal world and suggests that all that is witnessed in it is manifestations of God's attributes. But then, he aims to push the phenomenal world into oblivion by cultivating detachment from it through spiritual disciplining, so that one can witness
God's attributes without the mediation of phenomena and attain complete and exclusive attachment to God. Only after complete detachment is achieved, one can return to the world to live among the people with God. 56 Nursî, on the other hand, thinks that a higher level in knowing
God can be attained not by pushing the phenomenal world into oblivion but by observing and contemplating it in order to witness the manifestations of God's names on its indicative face, especially since the manifestation of some of those names necessitate the existence of a substantive phenomenal world. The names All-Merciful (al-Raḥmān) and Provider (al-Razzāq), for instance, require the substantive existence of the recipients of mercy and provision. indicated astronomy and astrology together, was his case in point in this respect. He does not object to the calculation of the movements of celestial objects but thinks that relating these movements to life events distracts people from God. He illustrates his concern with the example of an ant. An ant on a piece of paper, he writes, sees only the tip of a pen that is inscribing on the paper but not the fingers that hold the pen, the hand that owns the fingers, or the will that controls the pen. As a result, the ant thinks that it is the pen that inscribes on the paper and remains unaware of the reality beyond the pen. Most humans, according to this example, see the stars and attribute various influences to them, but they remain unaware of the angels that control the stars and God who controls the angels. Only few people who attain profound spiritual knowledge can maintain an awareness of God's power behind all happenings. 69 Thus, Ghazālī finds benefit in the contemplation of the phenomenal world but without directly linking it to science. He worries that the natural scientists of his time, such as Avicenna, would be prone to attributing patterned interactions or regularity in the cosmos to causes and effects, instead of seeing God's power directly behind both. 
Shuʿūnat: Contemplating the Activity in Creation
The epistemological shift Nursî offers about the worth of science by distinguishing between the nominal and indicative meanings of phenomena is important, but we would be The coherence of these laws across the creation points to the Creator's unity, and their origination from One Creator as observed in His shuʿūnat accounts for their comprehensive application.
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That being said, this comprehensive application should not be confused with "emanation," as posited by Avicenna and criticized by Ghazālī, whereby in the process of creation, the absolute will of God is subordinated to the emanation of the inherent qualities of His essence, which then transfer onto successive stages of creation almost in a mechanical way.
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Shuʿūnat are witnessed in the succession of God's willful acts of creation, similar to Ghazālī's use of the concept of "God's custom," which Nursî also employs in building his system of thought. 96 But the laws that are observed in the shuʿūnat differ from "God's custom" in the sense that while "God's custom" refers to patterns that God maintains in the interactions of phenomena, these laws refer to the modalities of creating discerned in God's continual creation of those phenomena. To highlight his point about the non-mechanical nature of the laws of shuʿūnat, Nursî writes that through the regularity and order that God establishes in the universe with his "laws and customs," He demonstrates "His power, His wisdom, and the complete absence of coincidence in His affairs." And by breaking that regularity in exceptional circumstances, by varying the appearances and individual characteristics of phenomena that belong to the same taxonomic category, for instance, or by altering the times when plants blossom or rain descends, He "exposes His volition, will, sovereign agency, choice, and that He such as "nurturing (rubûbiyet)," "sovereignty (saltanat)," "generosity (kerem)," "justice (adalet)," "munificence (cûd)," "preservation (hafîziyet)," "giving life (ihya)," "taking life (imate)," and "assistance (inayet)," to prove that resurrection is both possible and necessary.
Importantly Nursî uses a similar line of thinking to prove the existence of "angels and spiritual beings." He begins by asserting that God manifests His beauty and perfection in the creation "in order to behold it Himself with His discerning vision" and also to demonstrate it to others and "view through their vision." 100 As a result, Nursî reasons, the adornment of the faces of the Earth and the heavens necessitates the existence of appreciating contemplators and awestricken spectators who will witness God's beauty and perfection, because, he writes, "beauty demands a lover and food is given to the hungry." In that case, "the All-Wise Originator, who continually and with enthusiastic activity keeps creating subtle life and luminous intelligent beings" from thick earth and murky water on Earth, "will of course create some conscious creatures" from the fine entities that are "very much deserving of spirits and life," such as light, darkness, air, and electricity, so that they would behold and appreciate God's beauty and perfection in the heavens too. aspects of the seen world suggest unseen phenomena as part of a continuum originating from the purposefulness of a willing conscious God described by perfection.
Theological Contemplation for Sufism
Whether through an exploration of indicative meanings or of shuʿūnat and the related modalities and laws of creation, the practice of contemplating the creation under the guidance of Nursî's statement that his epistles represent "not tarīqah but ḥaqīqah" is key to understanding how he envisioned this shorter path. "Ḥaqīqah" means "truth" and can easily be related to the positivist paradigm that Mustafa Kemal's above-quoted words about science being "the most truthful (hakikî) guide in life" epitomizes. This notion is probably what Nursî subtly conveyed to his prosecutors in his court trials, and it worked: he was acquitted from all charges of practicing Sufism. However, in Sufi terminology, "ḥaqīqah" denotes the destination where "Truth" -with a capital T -is realized at the end of journeying to God on the Sufi path (tarīqah).
Therefore, Nursî's point in his juxtaposition of tarīqah and ḥaqīqah should be understood as a reference to the shorter path that he thought he found in the Qur'an and articulated in his epistles.
In the 1950s, when he felt relatively free from persecution, he would clarify this position by Nursî's justification for this bold claim is that the contemplative method and elaborations of the Risâle-i Nur expose God's signs on each and every phenomenon, thereby instilling a sense of constant presence before God wherever one turns, 111 and for those who benefit at a deeper level, by also developing a sense of familiarity with God through the contemplation of His shuʿūnat, as it has been described above. According to Nursî, the highest level of certainty in matters of faith (ḥaqq al-yaqīn) can be attained either experientially, through spiritual discoveries and witnessing, or by elevating knowledge-based "faith in the unseen" to a level of absolute clarity and necessity through the cultivation of "rational proofs and Qur'anic enlightenment with the cooperation of the intellect and the heart." He argues that the path of spiritual discoveries and witnessing is possible only for an elect few and the circumstances of the modern age make it even more difficult, but that the Risâle-i Nur has opened the second path - 
